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Mounting Brackets - UNIFIX C 

BRACKET FOR 
UNITECK PANELS

BRACKET FOR 
UNIVERSAL PANELS

Innovative mounting brackets for a flat fixing of your Uniteck solar panel.

UNIFIX C sticks to all flat surfaces : car or commercial vehicle roof, boat deck.
Its aerodynamic and « soundless » design prevents wind catching and sound 
disturbances.

Unifix C enables to raise the panel. 
It improves your panel thermal dissipation, and thus your energy production 
(+30% compared to a panel glued without ventilation).

Robust and easy to install, it is simply glued, removing grease from your 
surface, and sticking your Unifix with instant glue 
(degreaser + glue not included).

UNIFIX 1C is the innovative mounting bracket for fixing your panels on a flat 
surface. It sticks to the roof of your vehicle.

With its Easy Change system, you can easily replace or remove your panel for 
maintenance or cleaning.

Its compact design enables you to mount several panels, even on a surface 
filled with other components.

To place it, UNIFIX 1C only requires 2 steps (clean and stick) instead of the usual 
3 (clean, prepare and stick).

UNIFIX C100

For Unisun 50.12M/ 50.24M/ 

55.12BC/ 80.12M/

100.12M/ 100.24M/ 120.12BC

(degreaser + glue not 

included

Ref 1962  

UNIFIX 1.C35

For solar panel with

35 mm frame

Ref 0255

UNIFIX C150

For Unisun 150.12M/

150.24M/ 150.12BC/ 

200.12BC

degreaser + glue not 

included)

Ref 1979  

UNIFIX 1.C30

For solar panel with

30 mm frame

Ref 1894  

UNIFIX C200

For Unisun 200.24M

(degreaser + glue not 

included)

Ref 1986  

UNIFIX 1.C40

For solar panel with

40 mm frame

Ref 1849  

UNIFIX C300

For Unisun 300.12M

(degreaser + glue not 

included)

Ref 2129  

Degreaser/

activator

Ref 1184  

Fixing glue

Ref 2099  

+ 26,1 mm+ 65 mm
+ 26,1 mm

+ 26,1 mm

+ 65 mm

 80 mm
(Unifix 1.C30/1.C35)

 85 mm
(Unifix 1.C40)

Designed

in France

Designed, 

made in France

x2x2x2x2

+ 26,1 mm

65 mm
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  UNITECK

 Easy change system for 

maintenance or cleaning

 UV and corrosion resistant 

PA66 plastic+ fiberglass  

+ stainless steel screws

r Improves panel thermal 

dissipation (until 30% more 

production compared to a 

panel glued on the roof)

 Easy to install

 Compact

  UNITECK

z Aerodynamic brackets 

for less wind catching 

and sound disturbances.

 Robust mounting brackets

(Anti-UV polyvinyl chloride) 

r Improves panel thermal 

dissipation (until 30% more 

production compared to a 

panel glued on the roof)

 Easy to install

 Compact

VEHICLE VEHICLE

26,1mm




